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[June Let£g*(ii) = {(<p,<p')G$*X<í>*:foreach heHom($k,A),h(d>) =h(d>')}.
From the fact that a homomorphism determines a congruence (relation) and an intersection of congruences is also a congruence, it follows that Eqk(A) is a congruence on $>*. The free A-algebra with k generators Xi, • • ■ , xk is then defined as the quotient algebra Fk(A) = $k/Eqk(A). Following Foster [4] we write d>=d>'(A) if (<p, d>') eEqk(A) for some k. It is easy to see that Fk(A) is essentially the algebra of all &-ary (compositional) operations in A. Several characterizations of primal algebras are known [l; 4; 6]. We give another one here.
Theorem
1. An algebra (A, oi, ■ • ■ , on) is primal iff
where the cardinal of A is \A\ =o < « and A"2 is the direct product ofa* copies of A.
Proof. Foster [3] proved the necessity part of this theorem by using his fundamental structure theorem for primal algebras. A proof independent of this result is easily reproduced.
From perfectly general considerations (see Foreword [2] ), it is well known that F2(A) is isomorphic with a subalgebra of the direct power Aa*, where |.4| -a, and hence |Pä(.4)| ^o"2. Now suppose further A is primal and hence finite; then each binary function feAA is represented by an equivalence class of elements <p from d>2. Proof. The following lemma will be used in proving the necessity and sufficiency parts of the theorem and also Theorem 3. 
